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PROJECT AIM & TARGET PUBLIC

The goal of this work is to disseminate throughout the international polymer community
a short, easily assimilated, guide to the essentials of polymer terminology.

These two-page documents are meant as basic guides that cover most of the common

polymers. They can be used by lecturers, students, authors publishing in polymer-science

journals, and indeed anyone who would like to know how polymers are named in

accordance with IUPAC recommendations.

For the complete guide to polymer names and naming, please consult the IUPAC

Purple Book, the IUPAC Compendium of Polymer Terminology and Nomenclature.

PURPLE text links also to other Polymer

terminology documents

TEAL text links to Chemical Abstracts

(CAS) website

RED text links to IUPAC Red Book 

(Inorganic Chemistry)

GREEN text links to IUPAC Green Book 

(Physical Chemistry)

BLUE text links to IUPAC Blue Book 

(Organic Chemistry)

PURPLE text links to IUPAC Purple Book 

(Polymer Chemistry)

YELLOW text links to web version of the 

IUPAC Gold Book

What interactive links does 

the Brief Guide contain?

This Brief guide is not intended as a summary of all terms; it seeks to put the most

commonly used terms into context in plain English in a manner that will be

comprehensible to scientists, including those with little prior knowledge of polymers,

or with little experience of the use of scientific English, or both. It includes:

• The important basic terms used in polymer science

• Careful distinctions of terms that are often misused

• Hyper-links to the relevant primary IUPAC documents

The document may reference terms in nomenclature as part of a basic introduction,

but the main body of the document will deal with terminology, not nomenclature.. *Another main reference for this guide is “Principles of Chemical Nomenclature”, by Jeff Leigh.


